Design Inspirations

Creative colourful solutions for
renovating and upgrading concrete.
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revive concrete areas with colour and flair
The ideal method for
colouring and renovating
existing concrete surfaces
A fantastic way of making a dramatic improvement to the
appearance of your property is to renovate the concrete
areas surrounding it. The best long term solution for
achieving this is through the installation of CCS Stylepave
Resurfacing. Made up of two parts, the system is applied
up to 3mm in thickness to sound concrete surfaces,
providing you with a colourful and interesting design.

This commercial carpark garden has been taped up and coloured with
CCS Black and a special ‘mix-on site’ colour.

Create individual designs that add character.
Colours used: CCS Saltbush, CCS Black, CCS Off White and CCS Coffee.

Larger coloured segments can be used for a more contemporary look.
Colours used: CCS Charcoal and CCS Sandy Beige.

An array of shape and colour create an interesting feature of this driveway and entrance.
Colours used: CCS Hibiscus, CCS Oatmeal, CCS Off White and CCS Storm Grey (Fleck).

Depth and texture can be added through the use of a base colour
together with ‘flecks’ of contrasting colours. Base Colour: CCS Terracotta.
Colour Flecks: CCS Pumpkin, CCS Brick Red and CCS Harvest Gold.

From being a functional yet somewhat tired looking
medium, old grey concrete can be upgraded with
Stylepave Resurfacing to become a feature area that
adds excitement and ambience to your property. In
addition to making your surroundings a nicer place to live
or work in, it also adds significant value and appeal.

Choose from a variety
of finishes
Extremely tenacious in its bond to concrete, Stylepave
Resurfacing can be applied in varying viscosities to
provide anything from a textured antislip finish to a
smooth tile like consistency.
The system is extremely versatile and depending on
your aspirations, can be utilised to create a wide range of
effects varying from simple to wild!
Geometrical or free hand patterns can be incorporated
into the area with the use of precut stencil patterns,
filament tape or careful use of masking. Likewise the
use of multiple colours in either a subtle or a contrasting
manner can be used to produce a variety of effects.
The system provides excellent resistance to abrasion and
weathering and is equally suitable for domestic or public
space areas.
Before Resurfacing
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Front Cover Image. Colours used: CCS Fossil, CCS Charcoal, and CCS Almond.

Create a traditional feel with classic colours and design elements.
Colours used: CCS Rust, CCS Oatmeal and CCS Storm Grey.

After Resurfacing
This pool area has been brought to life with a fine fleck pattern and the CCS Star Compass
stencil. Colour used: CCS Black, CCS Blue Grey and CCS Off White.
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create an inviting outdoor space

rejuvenate
commercial
and public spaces
Stylepave Resurfacing is a practical,
cost effective and durable method for
beautifying commercial areas.

Stylepave Resurfacing assists in creating a warm and inviting feel to
outdoor eating areas. Colours used: A blend of CCS colours mixed on-site.
Design: 500 x 500 taped tile design.

An ultra modern design achieved simply through the use of filament tape and a little
imagination. Colours used: CCS Charcoal, CCS Off White and CCS Black.

Stylepave Resurfacing can also be applied to large areas with individual
designs and patterns to suit an overall theme. A combination of two
unique ccs colours were utilised for this project.

Colours Used: CCS Terracotta and CCS Sandstone with a Tile 225 and Tile 270 stencil design.

Before Resurfacing

CCS Blue Grey Resurfacing Compound with the CCS Tile 270 design.

Before Resurfacing
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A classic tile design, with feature diamond shapes creates a timeless look.
Colours used: A special blend of CCS colours. Please refer to your applicator
for special blends and colour matching.

This contemporary driveway has been integrally coloured with CCS Bonsai
pigment, then taped in a tile design and coloured with CCS Storm Grey Resurfacing
Compound.

After Resurfacing
Colours used: CCS Harvest Gold Resurfacing Compound in main area with
CCS Brick Red borders. CCS Bush Rock Stencil design.

After Resurfacing
Stylepave Resurfacing is a low maintenance, cost effective way to
spruce up traffic islands and roadways.
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design and texture options to consider
Design Options
As demonstrated in photos on the previous pages, an unlimited
range of tile sizes and geometric patterns can be created using the
adhesive filament tape. In addition to different outside dimensions,
you can also utilise three widths of filament tape to create a
6mm, 9mm or 12mm ‘grout’ line. Grout colour can be natural or

Protection from Dirt,

CCS Products

Grime and Moisture

quality and colour you can rely on

Once your new Stylepave surface has been

The CCS products used for CCS Stylepave

completed, your applicator will immediately

Resurfacing are produced in accordance with our

apply a coat of CCS sealer to protect it from

NCS International Certified Quality Management

the ingress of moisture, dirt and grime.

System ISO 9001.

To continue protecting your concrete surface,

They are made to a consistently high standard to

we recommend re-coating it every two to

assist your applicator in achieving an attractive and

five years - depending on the condition of

long lasting coloured concrete finish.

coloured.
6mm Grout Line

9mm Grout Line

12mm Grout Line

Up to 15 patterns can be created using the precut stencil designs
detailed on the next page.

the concrete and the amount of traffic it has

Special Motifs

been exposed to.

Names, logos or just about any size motif can be created using the

Stencil Designs

Stylepave Resurfacing system and specially cut stencils.

Please Note:- The following stencils are held in 100m2 rolls and kept in stock. Contractors
should allow approximately 2-3 days delivery on the below stencils if ordered in 50m2 rolls.

Held in stock

CCS Brick Red and CCS Black Resurfacing compounds were used
for the main area and border, whilst a blue colour was mixed on
site for the ‘sky’ in the helicopter hangar shown.

Surface Texture and
Multi Colour Options
Depending on the desired use, the Stylepave Resurfacing System

Knock down smooth finish.

basket weave

bushrock

cobble brick

cobblestone

cut stone

Brick Size 92x198mm Stencil Width 850mm

Stencil Width 950mm

Brick Size 140x220mm Stencil Width 935mm

Brick Size 187x140mm (Av.) Stencil Width 950mm

Brick Size 200x120mm (Av.) Stencil Width 950mm

Two tone anti slip grainy finish

can be applied in slightly different methods and viscosities to
produce either a ‘grainy’ anti slip finish, a sleek and smooth tile like

paver brick

regal paver 390

running bond

tile 225

tile 270

Brick Size 120x226mm Stencil Width 950mm

Paver Size 400x210mm Stencil Width 965mm

Brick Size 103x195mm Stencil Width 925mm

Tile Size 225x225mm Stencil Width 970mm

Tile Size 270x270mm Stencil Width 860mm

soldier course bush rock

soldier course brick

soldier course cobble

Stencil Width 275mm

Brick Size 91x196mm Stencil Width 224mm

Brick Size 113x196mm Stencil Width 224mm

finish or a ‘knock down’ smooth and textured combination finish.
Single colours can be used as is, or accentuated with a second or
third colour.

Two tone with splatter finish

Trowel down and textured
combination finish

Treatment of Existing Cracks

brick
circle

cobble brick
circle

star
compass

tile header course

0.9, 1.6, 2.2m

1.6m

1.6m

Tile Size 105x230mm Stencil Width 120mm

As with any concrete slab, expansion joints must be incorporated
Made to order

at regular intervals to allow the slab to expand and contract with
variations in temperature.
In addition to the expansion joints it is common to find other
‘random’ cracks in concrete slabs. Unless treated, these cracks will
ultimately be mirrored in the Resurfacing Compound.
The best method for minimising cracks appearing in the
Resurfacing Compound is to repair the original crack and then
once resurfacing is complete, insert a saw cut above or directly

Saw cutting through
the Resurfacing Compound to
recreate the expansion joint

european fan

flanders weave

Mediterranean tile

Stencil Width 750mm

Brick Size 89x191mm Stencil Width 935mm

Large Tile 640x400mm Stencil Width 840mm

Repairing cracks
prior to resurfacing

herringbone

random blue stone

Brick Size 90x197mm Stencil Width 850mm

Brick Size 197x155mm (Av.) Stencil Width 930mm

Please Note:- Contractors
should allow approximately
2-3 days delivery on the
above stencils.

To make your decorative concrete selection easier, visit
our website concrete visualiser to get a taste of what
several colour and design combinations can look like.

adjacent to the existing crack.
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CCS Stylepave Resurfacing Colour Chart
Base Colours
Important:

CCS Off White

Due to limitations in the printing process, these
colours are not true representations. We strongly
recommend that you refer to our true to life colour
card with sample colour chips to make your final
selection.

CCS Natural

Mix On-Site Colours
The colours below can be achieved by mixing these colour concentrates with either the CCS Natural or CCS Off-white Resurfacing Compound.
Note: (O) = CCS Off-white Resurfacing Compound (N) = CCS Natural Resurfacing Compound

Premium
Tones
CCS Classic Cream* (O)

CCS Harvest Gold (O)

CCS Riversand* (N)

CCS Hibiscus (N)

CCS Storm Grey (N)

CCS Almond (N)

CCS Autumn Tan (N)

CCS Shale Grey (N)

CCS Coffee Brown (N)

CCS Blue Metal (N)

CCS Pale Eucalypt* (N)

CCS Sandy Beige (O)

CCS Terracotta (N)

CCS Fossil (N)

CCS Red Oak* (N)

CCS Blue Grey (N)

CCS Cottage Green* (N)

CCS Oatmeal (N)

CCS Brick Red (N)

CCS Truffle (N)

CCS Muscatel (N)

CCS Charcoal (N)

CCS Byron Blue (O)

CCS Sandstone (N)

CCS Rust (N)

CCS Chocolate (N)

CCS Black (N)

CCS Deep Ocean* (N)

* These CCS colours are matched to the Colorbond® Steel Product Range.
DESIGN AND BROCHURE LIMITATIONS
CCS Stylepave Resurfacing is created by hand trowelling or spraying through a hopper gun, on site under varying weather and job conditions. Due to changes in viscosity and
surface texture, variations in colour when compared with the above swatches should be expected. For people unfamiliar with the finished product, we recommend that you view
jobs already completed by your decorative concreter to gain an understanding of the appearance. Although all efforts have been taken to accurately reproduce colours, limitations
in the printing process will cause colours depicted in this guide to vary from the actual job.

Concrete Colour Systems

Over 30 years of excellence

Your Applicator

Concrete Colour Systems or ‘CCS’ is a fully owned division of River Sands Pty Ltd. This
Australian company commenced business in 1974 and manufactures an ever expanding
range of speciality products for the construction industry throughout Australia and overseas.
The CCS products are made to a consistently high standard to assist your applicator in
achieving an attractive and long lasting finish.

CONCRETE COLOUR SYSTEMS

FACTORY AND HEAD OFFICE 683 Beenleigh Redland Bay Road, Carbrook, Brisbane 4130
Ph 07-3287 6444 • Fax 07-3287 6445
Service Centres
GOLD COAST • Ph 07-5597 0423 Geebung • Ph 07-3865 6888
EMAIL ccscolour@riversands.com.au • WEB www.concretecoloursystems.com.au
Toll Free Australia Telephone 1800 077 744
No reproduction of this brochure should be undertaken without written permission from
Concrete Colour Systems.

